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THREE STAR
LONDON, E.C.4
CAST
(in order of appearance)
Mrs. Sally Adams*              BILLIE WORTH
(The character of Mrs. Sally Adams, not Miss Billie Worth, resemble any other partice alike)
The Secretary of State          ROBERT HENDERSON
Supreme Court Justice          -                  MAYNE LYNTON
Congressman Wilkins            -                  SIDNEY KEITH
Henry Gibson                   -                  DAVID STORM
Kenneth Gibson                 -                  JEFF WAREN
Senator Gallagher              -                  LAUNCE MARASCHEL
Secretary to Mrs. Adams         -                  MARY DEAN
Butler                         -                  RICHARD COURTNEY
Senator Brockbank              -                  ARTHUR LOWE
Cosmo Constantine              -                  ANTON WALBROOK
Pemberton Maxwell              -                  DONALD BURR
Clerk                          -                  PETER FELGATE
Hugo Tantiilin                 -                  ERNST ULMAN
Sebastian Sebastian           -                  STANLEY VAN BEERS
Princess Marie                 -                  SHANI WALLIS
Court Chamberlain              -                  MAYNE LYNTON
Grand Duchess Sophia           -                  MARIANNE DEEMING
Grand Duke Otto               -                  FELIX KENT
Principal Dancers              GERARD NIL, OLGA ROBERTS
TheOscar Players               NICK TANNAR, DANNY CLAYTON

SCENES
The play is laid in two mythical countries. One is called Lichtenburg, the other the United States of America.

ACT I
Scene 1  Office of the Secretary of State.
Scene 2  Sally’s living room in Washington.
Scene 3  Public Square in Lichtenburg.
Scene 4  Reception Room in the American Embassy.
Scene 5  Public Square in Lichtenburg.
Scene 6  The Lichtenburg Fair.
Scene 7  A corridor in the Palace.
Scene 8  Sally’s sitting-room in the Embassy.

INTERVAL

ACT II
Scene 1  The Public Square.
Scene 2  The Embassy Garden.
Scene 3  The Public Square.
Scene 4  Sally’s Sitting-room.
Scene 5  Sally’s Living-room in Washington.
"I do feel safer with T.C.P. in the home."

T.C.P. is used for so many hurts and minor ailments

- Burns & Scalds
- Skin Troubles
- Children's Hurts
- Cuts & Grazes

YOU, TOO, will feel safer if you always keep handy a bottle of T.C.P.—the gentle but sure antiseptic. T.C.P., you see, does so much more than just kill infecting germs quickly. It also relieves pain or skin irritation almost as soon as you apply it. It quickly reduces swelling and inflammation. It actually stimulates clean and natural healing. And T.C.P. is so completely safe and beneficial that you can use it for the youngest child, and even take it internally when needed.

Isn’t this the safe, sure, healing antiseptic you have long wanted, to deal with everyday hurts and many minor ailments promptly, before they can cause serious pain or illness? Directions for no less than 44 valuable uses are given in the folder with each bottle of T.C.P.

T.C.P. Regd.

Obtainable from all Chemists.

.. SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST AN ANTISEPTIC